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ABSTRACT

We present measurements on Earth’s gravitational acceleration (g) using an in-house developed cold atom gravimeter
(CAG) in an atomic fountain geometry. In the setup, the laser cooled 87Rb atoms are launched vertically up in
the fountain geometry and Doppler sensitive two-photon Raman pulse atom interferometry is applied to detect the
gravitational acceleration experienced by the atoms. Using our gravimeter setup, we have measured the local value
of ‘g’ in our laboratory with sensitivity of 621 µGal for integration time of 1350 s.

I. INTRODUCTION

For nearly three decades, the research and developments in field of cooling and trapping of neutral atoms have
witnessed its applications ranging from fundamental science to advanced technologies [1]. Using laser cooled atoms,
various fundamental physics problems, such as Bose Einstein Condensation [2], degenerate Fermi-gases [3], equivalence
principal [4], measurement of fine structure [5], measurement of fundamental constants [6], gravitational waves [7],
etc, have been studied in more comprehensive way. The laser cooled atoms are now a days considered very promising
candidates for developing state-of-art devices for next generation quantum technologies. These include various quan-
tum sensors and metrology devices such as atomic clocks [8], atomic accelerometers [9–12], atom gyroscopes [13, 14],
atomic sensors of electromagnetic fields [15], etc. Besides that, a considerable research and development work is also
going on to make use of a single trapped atom as a quantum qubit for quantum information processing [16]. Due to
involvement of quantum physics in working principle of devices, these cold atoms based quantum devices have shown
inherent superiority as compared to existing state-of-art classical devices [17, 18].

After the first proposal and demonstration by Kasevich and Chu in 1991 [19, 20], the cold atom interferometry
based technique has become a very popular tool for precision measurement of inertial parameters such as acceleration
[21–27] and rotation [28]. A cold atom gravimeter (CAG), an instrument developed using cold atoms for precision
measurement of earth’s gravitational acceleration (g), can be more accurate than the conventional classical gravimeters.
As compared to light interferometry based gravimeters, the CAG does not have any mechanical abrasion for the
test mass used in measurements, which helps in increasing the repetition rate of measurements and maintaining
device without frequent calibrations. Because of variations in underneath mass-density in the earth’s body, the
earth’s gravitational acceleration (g) varies from place to place on the earth’s surface. The value of g varies roughly
from 9.77m/s2 to 9.84m/s2 over the whole earth surface. It may also vary temporally during the underground
seismic activities. The g measurements performed on the earth’s surface, using an accurate gravimeter, has various
applications such as underground mineral explorations [29], monitoring seismic activities [30], detection of underground
tunnels and structures, study of geophysics [31], etc. The data of accurate measurement of g, with its spatial and
temporal variations, is useful information for these applications. The accurate gravimeters have also applications in
space technology such as inertial navigation and space missions for micro-gravity experiments [32, 33]. The gravimeters
based on cold atoms have shown high precision and accuracy due to involvement of fundamental principles of quantum
mechanics in the measurements. The high accuracy of CAG originates from high precision measurement of a two-
photon Raman transition in an atom. A CAG is an absolute gravimeter with high sensitivity, accuracy and long-term
stability [20, 34].

In this work, we report the measurement of earth’s gravitational acceleration (g) using an in-house developed cold
atom gravimeter. This gravimeter is based on Doppler sensitive two-photon Raman excitation in cold 87Rb atoms
along with atom interferometry, while atoms are launched in vertically upward direction against gravity in an atomic
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fountain geometry. The atomic fountain reported here is similar to our earlier reported fountain based on a single
laser system [35]. The whole gravimeter setup operates with a single laser system to perform cooling of atoms, their
launching in fountain, state-preparation and atom interferometric Raman excitations. Though the absorption probe
beam for the state detection after interferometry was derived from another low power laser, to keep flexibility of
locking it to different transitions, it was possible for us to obtain it from the same master laser. The measurement of
g was performed when atoms were moving against gravity in the atomic fountain. From the measurements, we obtain
the local value of ‘g’ in laboratory to be 9.786173 m/s2 at the resolution of 270 µGal (∼ 0.000003 m/s2), estimated
from the frequency chirp rate applied to a Raman beam to attain a maximum in the interferometric fringes. In order
to assess the performance of the system, the Allan deviation in the measurement of g was estimated to be 621 µGal
for integration time of 1350 s. The CAG setup was operated without implementing the seismic vibration corrections.

II. THE PRINCIPLE OF RAMAN PULSE ATOM INTERFEROMETER

The basic principle, exploited in the CAG, is velocity sensitive two-photon Raman excitation in an atom along
with the internal state atom interferometry. The details of this two-photon Raman transition phenomenon and its
use for atom interferometry can be found in several earlier works [23, 24, 36, 37]. In this atom interferometry based
g-measurement, an atom moving under the influence of gravitational acceleration g is probed using velocity sensitive
two-photon Raman excitation between two internal states |1⟩ and |2⟩ via an intermediate state |3⟩, as shown in Fig. 1.
Because of changing speed of atom due to gravitational acceleration (g), the change in velocity sensitive (via Doppler
effect) Raman transition probability is observed, which is used for estimation of g.

FIG. 1: The schematic of interaction of Raman laser beams with three level atom. The Raman beams (R1 and R2)
have frequencies ω1 and ω2, and Rabi coupling strengths Ω1 and Ω2. The states |1⟩ and |2⟩ are coherently coupled
by the Raman beams via an intermediate state |3⟩ which is frequency detuned by ∆. The value of ∆ is much larger
than the linewidth (Γ) of the excited state |3⟩. The detuning δ is two-photon detuning of Raman beams, and ∆HFS

is the energy gap between two states |1⟩ and |2⟩.

In the atom interferometer, two Raman beams (R1 & R2) at frequencies ω1 and ω2, with coupling strengths Ω1

and Ω2, are used to manipulate the populations in levels |1⟩ and |2⟩ (which are ground hyperfine states |F = 1⟩ and
|F = 2⟩ in case of 87Rb atom). When detuning (∆) is kept large enough to avoid any one-photon transition, this
three-level system can be approximated to a two-level system with effective Rabi frequency for coupling of levels |1⟩
and |2⟩ as Ωeff=Ω1Ω2/(2∆). If we consider multiple excited states instead of a single intermediate state |3⟩, then
the effective Rabi frequency (Ωeff ) for Raman transition between two |1⟩ and |2⟩ is calculated by summing over all
allowed intermediate excited levels (i) as [38],

Ωeff =
∑
i

Ω∗
1iΩi2

2∆i
(1)

where the index i ranges over all intermediate allowed excited levels, ∆i is detuning of Raman beams from level |i⟩,
and Ω1i and Ω2i are single photon Rabi coupling strengths of each Raman beam for transition to level |i⟩.

The population amplitudes C1(t) and C2(t)) of levels |1⟩ and |2⟩, at any time ‘t’ during the interaction of Raman
beams with atom, are given as [37],
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where the δAC = ΩAC
1 − ΩAC

2 is difference of AC Stark shift in levels |1⟩ and |2⟩. Here Ωeff is the effective Rabi
frequency for coupling of levels |1⟩ and |2⟩. The term ϕR is defined as ϕR = −keff .r+ωeff t+ϕeff , where keff is the
effective wave vector for two Raman beams and ωeff = ω1 − ω2 and ϕeff = ϕ1 − ϕ2. Here the net coupling strength

ΩR is defined as ΩR =
√
Ω2

eff − (δ − δAC)2.

When an atom is initially ( at t0 = 0 ) in level |2⟩), then, after Raman beams pulse of duration t, the population
remaining in level |2⟩ is given as ,

|C2(t)|2=

{
cos2

(
ΩRt

2

)
+

(
δ − δAC

ΩR

)2

sin2
(
ΩRt

2

)}
. (4)

The population (proportional to |C2(t)|2) in level |2⟩ shows Rabi oscillations with variation in duration ‘t’ of Raman
beams. These oscillations strongly depend on the intensity of the Raman beams, detuning ∆ from the excited state
(level |3⟩ ), and two-photon Raman detuning δ. The experimetnally observed Rabi oscillations are described in section
REF. The measurement of these Rabi oscillations are used to estimate the duration of π-pulse for Raman pulse atom
interferometry.

In the atom interferometry measurements, when atoms are moving under the influence of gravitational acceleration,
the excitation of atoms between two levels |1⟩ and |2⟩ is measured after applying a sequence of (π/2)-T-(π)-T-(π/2)
pulses of counter-propagating Raman beams. The separation (T) between these pulses in the interferometer is kept
much larger than the duration of the pulses. The impact of these Raman beams pulses on an atom in the atom cloud
is to split, reflect and finally recombine the atomic wave-packet in this Mach-Zehnder type atom interferometer [20],
as shown schematically in Fig. 2. At the end of Raman pulses, the Raman transition probability from initial to final
state is measured, which can give information about any quantum mechanical phase accumulated on atomic wave-
packet during the Raman pulses in the interferometer. In absence of any external potential acting on the atom during
the Raman pulses, i.e. no external quantum mechanical phase accumulated, the net Raman transition probability
is zero due to (π/2)-T-(π)-T-(π/2) sequence of Raman pulses. This would result no change in populations in levels
|1⟩ and |2⟩. This situation is depicted by paths with continuous lines in Fig. 2. However, in presence of an external
potential, such as gravitational potential, the accumulated phase in the interferometer is finite. In this situation, the
paths in the interferometer are deviated from the original paths as shown by dashed curve in Fig. 2. The finite value
of phase accumulated in the interferometer would lead to modification in the net Raman excitation probability after
the end of the Raman pulses. This would result in change in populations in levels |1⟩ and |2⟩ at the end of Raman
pulses. When an atom is moving under the influence of gravitational acceleration (g), it experiences a continuously
changing frequencies of Raman beams due to Doppler effect. This is reflected in the form of quantum mechanical

phase accumulated in this atom interferometer, which is given as ∆Φ = keffgT
2, where keff = |k⃗1 − k⃗2|≈ 2k1 is the

effective wave-vector magnitude of two Raman beams on the atom, and k⃗1 and k⃗2 are wave vectors of each Raman
beam [20, 34]. Due to this phase, the change in the populations of levels |1⟩ and |2⟩ after the end of Raman pulses is
observed, which is used for estimation of gravitational acceleration (g) [20, 34].

If we consider Raman excitation of N number of 87Rb atoms from initial hyperfine state |F = 2⟩ (i.e. state |2⟩) to
final hyperfine state |F = 1⟩ (i.e. state |1⟩) in the ground state of 87Rb atom, the atomic populations in two hyperfine
states |F = 2⟩ and |F = 1⟩, after the Raman excitation pulses (π/2− T − π − T − π/2), are given as,

N|F=2⟩ =
N

2
[1 + cos(∆Φ)], (5)
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and

N|F=1⟩ =
N

2
[1− cos(∆Φ)], (6)

where ∆Φ = keffgT
2 is the total phase difference accumulated in the interferometer paths.

FIG. 2: Schematic of the Mach-Zehnder type atom interferometer with three Raman light pulses sequence
(π/2− T − π− T − π/2). The first Raman laser pulse (π/2 pulse) creates a superposition of |1⟩ and |2⟩ states, which
splits the atomic wave-packet in two different paths due to difference in momentum of states. The second pulse (π
pulse) inverts the states and reflects the atomic trajectories to recombine two paths. The third pulse (π/2 pulse)

again creates a superposition of states which makes the two paths interfere.

Thus, by measuring the populations in the hyperfine states F = 1 and F = 2, at the output of the interferometer,
∆Φ can be known. From ∆Φ, g can be estimated for a given T. A more convenient way to estimate g is to measure
oscillations in the populations in any state, when frequency of one of the Raman beams is chirped during the Raman
pulses sequence. This frequency chirp creates a time varying frequency difference between two Raman beams, which
is applied to compensate the time varying Doppler shift of Raman beams frequencies experienced by a moving atom.
In presence of frequency chirp rate (α) applied to a Raman beam, the net phase in the interferometer is given as
∆Φ = keffgT

2− 2παT 2. In the experiments, the population in a particular state can vary with the chirp rate. These
oscillations in population are referred as interferometric fringes. The value of T affects the oscillation period in the
fringes and hence affects the resolution of the measurements. For larger value of T, the fringes have smaller period of
oscillations with increased sharpness.

After the Raman pulses, if the population is measured in the initial state (i.e. |F = 2⟩), the net phase in the
interferometer is zero (or multiple of 2π) for a peak in the fringes. At a particular chirp rate, the fringes observed for
different values of T have a common maximum in the fringes. For this chirp rate, called central chirp rate (αc), the
net phase in the interferometer is zero. This can be written as,

∆Φ = keffgT
2 − 2παcT

2 = 0, (7)

which gives g = (2παc)/keff = αcλ/2. Here keff = 2k1 = 4π/λ, where λ is wavelength of Raman beam. Thus, by
measuring fringes for different values of T, one can find the common fringe peak and the chirp rate αc. From the
value of αc, g can be estimated.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM

CAG presented here is based on Doppler sensitive two-photon Raman pulse atom interferometry technique. The
measurements are performed when cold 87Rb atoms are launched in a fountain geometry and atoms are moving against
gravity. The setup is consisting of a magneto-optical trap (MOT) for 87Rb atoms, a mechanism for vertical launching
of cold atoms in atomic fountain and Raman beams for interferometric excitation of atoms in the fountain. All these
functions are performed by a single laser system whose output is divided in several laser beams and their frequencies
are adjusted using different modulators. For the state detection, after interferometry, absorption probe beam was
derived from a different low power laser.
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A. Magneto-optical trap

(a) (b)

FIG. 3: (a) MOT beams, Raman beams and probe beam in the experimental setup. (b) Photograph of the setup.

The cold 87Rb atoms used in this gravimeter (CAG) setup are trapped in magneto-optical trap loaded from back-
ground Rb-vapor in the chamber. The cooling laser beams in this MOT (MOT beams) are aligned in (1,1,1) config-
uration, in which vertical direction is kept as (1,1,1) direction in the frame of coordinate axes along the MOT beams
(Fig. 3a). In this configuration, since there is no MOT beam in the vertical direction, the MOT beams do not hinder
the path of atoms when they are launched in fountain in vertical direction for atom interferometry measurements of g.
We have derived all laser beams from the output of a single extended cavity diode laser (ECDL) system (DLC-TA-Pro,
TOPTICA, Munich, Germany) operating at a wavelength of 780 nm. This makes our gravimeter system compact
and easy to use [35].

The cooling and re-pumping laser emissions for 87Rb atom are generated by passing a part of output of the ECDL
through an electro-optic phase modulator (EOM-1) operated at 6.58 GHz, as shown in Fig. 4a. The output laser
beam from EOM-1, having cooling and re-pumping emissions, is split into two beams which are passed through two
independent acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) to control frequency and power in output beams. Output of one
AOM is split into three beams, to prepare three MOT beams which are directed to UHV chamber from lower side
of the chamber. The output beam of the other AOM is split into other three MOT beams which are directed to
UHV chamber from the upper side of the chamber. The intensity of each of these six MOT beams is kept ∼ 25
mW/cm2. The different MOT beams enter into the ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chamber from different view ports on
the chamber. The MOT beams intersect one another at the centre of the UHV chamber where zero of the quadrupole
magnetic field is set. The frequency of the cooling beams was kept ∼12 MHz red-detuned with respect to the cooling
transition 5 2S1/2(F = 2) → 5 2P3/2(F

′
= 3) of 87Rb. The second part of the output from ECDL is passed through

another electro-optic modulator (EOM-2) to generate two Raman beams (R1 and R2) at different frequencies for
atom interferometry purpose. The schematic of the generation of MOT beams and Raman beams for the CAG setup
is shown in Fig. 4a. The ECDL (DL-Pro) is frequency locked by saturated absorption spectroscopic technique. The
relevant transitions of 87Rb used for cooling, repumping, probing and Raman transitions are shown in Fig. 4b.

A pair of coils connected in quadrupole configuration is used to generate quadrupole magnetic field for MOT. A
direct current (DC) of 11.5 A flowing in these coils generates the desired field gradient of ∼ 10 G/cm for MOT. The
Rb vapor is injected into the chamber by passing a DC current of 3.8 A in Rb-dispenser source (SAES Rb getter).
Initially, 87Rb atoms are cooled and trapped in the MOT. The atom cloud in MOT has typically 2.5 x 107 number
of atoms at temperature of ∼ 70 µK. For further lowering of temperature of atom cloud, we implement the optical
molasses stage.
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(a) (b)

FIG. 4: (a) Schematic of optical layout for Raman beams and MOT beam generation for cold atom gravimeter
(CAG), (b) The schematic of energy levels of 87Rb involved in cooling, repumping and Raman transitions of CAG

setup.

B. Atomic fountain

For launching of atoms in vertically upward direction in atomic fountain geometry, the frequency of three cooling
laser beams propagating in downwards direction was shifted towards red side with respect to the frequency of the
other three cooling beams [35]. The launching velocity of atoms in (1,1,1) configuration is given as [23], vlaunch =√
3λ∆ν/2, where ∆ν is the frequency difference between upward and downward propagating cooling laser beams in

MOT and λ is the wavelength of cooling beam. For the detection of launched atoms at a particular height (∼25
cm) from the centre of the MOT, a horizontal resonant probe laser beams as shown in Fig. 3a is used. This probe
beam has ∼ 5µW power and 1 mm size (1/e2 radius). The probe absorption signal is highly dependent on the initial
temperature of the atom cloud in the molasses. The lower temperature of the cloud allows more atoms reaching the
probe beam before their loss in transverse direction. We have observed that atom cloud temperature in molasses is
effectively reduced by switching-off the MOT coil current before the beginning of the molasses stage in which detuning
of the cooling beams is increased. So we switched-off MOT coils current 30 ms before molasses stage, which results
in reduction in temperature to ∼ 25 µK with 1.8 × 107 number of atoms in the cloud. After launching this lower
temperature cloud, a considerable increase (∼ 5 times at 9 cm height) in the atomic flux in the fountain was observed.

After the launch of atom cloud, we have monitored the atom flux at different heights by recording an absorption
signal from an horizontal absorption probe beam. When atoms in fountain crossed this beam probe, the absorption
of probe was recorded. The probe absorption signal at heights of 9 cm and 25 cm are shown in Fig. 5. This figure
also shows the signals for different values inital launch speed of atoms. Green and blue curves are for launch speed of
3.5 and 3.8 m/s. It was also verified that the theoretically calculated launch speed was in good agreement with the
speed estimated from time of flight recorded in the absorption signal.

C. State selection

We have prepared 87Rb atoms in |F = 2⟩ hyperfine level of ground state. By virtue of stray magnetic field which
is ∼ 500 mG, the degeneracy of the magnetic sublevels in |F = 1⟩ and |F = 2⟩ states is removed. We tuned the
frequency of Raman beams such that the Raman transition |F = 2,mF = 0⟩ → |F = 1,mF = 0⟩ is excited. In
order to verify this, we applied a π-pulse of Raman beams on the atom cloud (in |F = 2⟩ state), after ∼ 5 ms
of its launch in the fountain, and recorded the absorption signal of a probe beam at 9 cm height in the fountain
path. The frequency of this probe was tuned to |F = 1⟩ → |F ′

= 0⟩ transition. We observed that probe absorption
was significant when probe beam was linearly polarized which was corresponding to π polarization of the probe
beam for |F = 1,mF = 0⟩ → |F ′

= 0,mF ′ = 0⟩ transition. There was negligible absorption of probe, when probe
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FIG. 5: Observed probe absorption signal at 9 cm and 25 cm height in fountain for different launch speeds (blue :3.8
m/s and green : 3.5 m/s) of atom cloud.

beam polarization was made circular polarization (left handed and right handed). A fine tuning of probe beam
frequency also did not alter these results. Therefore, these results indicate the negligible population transfer to states
|F = 1,mF = −1⟩ and |F = 1,mF = 1⟩ due to applied π-pulse of Raman beams. Thus our Raman beams excite
atoms between |F = 2,mF = 0⟩ → |F = 1,mF = 0⟩ states.

D. Raman pulse atom interferometer

In the experiments of Raman pulse atom interferometry for g measurements, we have taken two Raman beams
R1 & R2 having power ratio of 3:1 (total Raman beam power = 16 mW) and beam size of approximately 1.2 cm.
To generate Raman beams, the ECDL laser output beam was locked at a frequency (νL) that is ∼ 12 MHz blue-

detuned from C13 crossover transition (corresponding to |52S1/2F = 2⟩ → |52P3/2F
′
= 1⟩ and |52S1/2F = 2⟩ → |5

2P3/2F
′
= 3⟩ of 87Rb). This laser beam was passed through an electro-optic phase modulator (EOM-2 in Fig. 4a)

working at νRF ∼ 6.83 GHz giving output at three frequencies νL, νL + νRF and νL − νRF . The power in each of the
side-band is ∼ 20% of the the transmitted power. The side-band at frequency νL − νRF remains unutilized in the
experiments. The output of this EOM was double-passed through an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) working at 350
MHz. The emission in two beams at frequencies ν2 = νL - 700 MHz and ν1 = νL + νRF - 700 MHz from AOM served
respectively as Raman beams R2 and R1 in our experiments with angular frequencies as ω2 = 2πν2 and ω1 = 2πν1.
Thus, the Raman beam R2 is red detuned by ∼ 476 MHz from |5 2S1/2F = 2⟩ → |5 2P3/2F

′
= 1⟩ transition. Both

the Raman beams, R1 and R2, are used in retro-reflected geometry where polarisation of the beams are rotated by
90 degree by keeping a quarter-wave plate before retro-reflecting mirror as shown in Fig. 3a. The chirping or extra
detuning of the Raman beams was implemented through EOM-2 (Fig. 4a), which shifted the frequency of Raman
beam R1 at frequency ν1. In our setup, since we tuned our Raman beams such that the upward going Raman beam
R2 and downward going Raman beam R1 interact with the atoms, the frequency of R1 needs to be chirped-up for
keeping the two photon resonance with the reducing speed of atoms due to g.

In order to study the Rabi oscillations under two-photon Raman transitions between two ground hyperfine states
of 87Rb, which is required to estimate the duration of π-pulse for atom interferometry, the Raman beams (with total
power of 10 mW in R1 and R2) are switched-on after 5 ms of launch of atoms in the fountain. The atoms from
molasses are launched in their state |52S1/2F = 2⟩. The atoms state detection is done by applying an absorption
probe at height of 25 cm from the MOT centre. By changing the duration of Raman beams, the absorption signal
(proportional to number of atoms in hyperfine level F=2 of 87Rb) was recorded. These results are shown in Fig. 6.
As observed in this figure, the amplitude of the oscillations damps as the Raman beams pulse duration is increased.
This damping can be associated to the degradation of the coherence as well as reduction in number of atoms due to
thermal expansion of the cloud in the atomic fountain. The π-pulse duration for Raman beams can be estimated for
maximum transfer of cold 87Rb atoms from |52S1/2F = 2⟩ to |52S1/2F = 1⟩, and this is ∼ 13.25 µs at 10 mW power.
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The power indicated here is total power in both the beams with ratio of power distribution 3:1. The Rabi frequency
experimentally estimated from the data is 2π× 38 kHz which is close to calculated theoretical value of Rabi frequency
2π× 40 kHz at total Raman beam power of 10 mW (calculated using Eq. 1).

FIG. 6: Rabi oscillations in atomic population in |F = 2⟩ hyperfine ground state of 87Rb for Raman beam power of
10 mW. The circles show measured data and continuous curve is guide to the eye for the measured data.

E. SCADA system for Cold atom gravimeter setup

In cold atom gravimeter setup, various events from MOT loading to detection of interference fringes in the atom
interferometer are controlled by in-house developed Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system.
This system controls the sequence of operation of various devices such as acousto-optic modulators (AOMs), power
supplies, etc., in a time synchronised manner. The CAG setup needs a number of control signals to control various
devices. The controller system can provide more than 50 control signals to perform various steps in the experiments.
The control signals are used in a series of steps to perform different functions such as formation of MOT, launching
of atoms in fountain, Raman pulse atom interferometry, detection of atoms in a particular state, etc. In each step, a
number of instruments are used to execute various tasks. The duration for which a particular step is executed with
the synchronisation between instruments, the programmed control signals are critical for the successful completion
of each task. For these control signals, one typically needs temporal resolution of the order of tens of micro-seconds.
This precise timing requirement is difficult to achieve with processors. To meet requirement of stringent time syn-
chronization between various analog and digital control signals, a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) based
controller is selected to generate the control signals and perform various tasks in the gravimeter operation. To achieve
temporal resolution of 1 µs, a 40 MHz reference clock is used for synchronization of events. Timing synchronization
between control signals is of the order of 1 µs. To obtain precise control drive signal to AOMs and magnetic coil
power supplies, all analog control signals have 16-bit resolution.

A software framework is designed for performing the experiment which gives flexibility to generate control signals
as per requirement. This framework ensures that the FPGA is automatically re-configured to generate every desired
pattern of the control signals. A software for personal computer (PC) is also developed which provides intuitive
Graphical User Interface (GUI) for configuring the experimental parameters. There are 32 analog control signal
(out of which 4 are isolated) to control AOMs, power supplies, etc. There are 24 digital signals to control various
devices such as CCD camera, power supplies, shutters, etc. This controller is developed on NI make programmable
automation controller c-RIO 9035.

To estimate the sensitivity of ‘g’ measurements with our CAG setup, the measurement cycle with updated param-
eters (such as chirp rate) needs to be repeated several hundred times (typically 500-600 times), in a stable ambient
environment. This process is manually difficult and time consuming. Therefore, an automation of ‘g’ measurement
is carried out. For this purpose, data acquisition of atom interferometer signal from Keysight DSOX 2024A is done
for variation in the chirp rate value (achieved by the arbitrary wave function generator Tektronix AFG3102C). A
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computational algorithm is implemented in software to compute the value of ‘g’ from the acquired data set. The GUI
finally displays the computed value of earth’s gravitational acceleration ‘g’.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Interference fringes

After launching the cold 87Rb atom cloud (∼ 25 µK) in vertically upward direction and applying Raman pulses
(π/2−T −π−T −π/2), the change in population in |F = 2⟩ state was monitored. The total power in Raman beams
(R1 and R2) was 16 mW with power distribution ratio of 3:1 in two beams. The corresponding π pulse duration was
10 µs. In these atom interferometry measurements, the population in |F = 2⟩ state was measured for different values
of chirp rate (α). The measurements were repeated by changing the value of T in sequence π/2− T − π− T − π/2 of
Raman pulses. The Raman excitation pulses were applied during the upward motion of the atom cloud. The results of
oscillations in population (in |F = 2⟩ state) with chirp rate (α) are shown in Fig. 7. These oscillations are commonly
referred as intereference fringes.

Out of two Raman beams in retro-reflection arrangements, the frequency of Raman beam R1 was chirped at a chirp
rate α, to compensate the changing Doppler shift in two-photon resonance due to changing speed of atoms in presence
of gravitational acceleration (g). In this arrangement, out of two pairs of counter-propagating beams, only one pair
of counter-propagating beams, i.e. beam of frequency ω1 propagating in downward direction and beam of frequency
ω2 propagating in upward direction, results in population transfer from initial state to final state. In order to know
the population of atoms in a particular state |F = 2⟩ after interferometry sequence, the absorption signal of probe
beam, aligned at 25 cm height from the MOT centre, was monitored.

FIG. 7: The interference fringes with Raman beam frequency chirp rate (α). Plot (a) shows fringes for T = 5 ms
(circles). Plot (b) shows the fringes for T = 10 ms (squares), at the same chirp rate scale as plot (a). Plot (c) shows
the expanded view of the fringe at αc recorded for T = 25 ms (hollow squares). In plot (c), the minimum step in

frequency chirp rate was 6.9 Hz/s which corresponds to 270 µGal in terms of acceleration.
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Here in Fig. 7c, the plot shows the results of measurement of interference fringes with an increased resolution of
6.9 Hz/s in the chirp rate. This resolution of 6.9 Hz/s in chirp rate corresponds to 270 µGal resolution in terms of
acceleration (g). Fig. 7 shows the interferometric fringes taken without seismic vibration correction [39] for different
values of T (5 ms, 10 ms and 25 ms). The common peak in the fringes for all values of T gives the central chirp rate
chirp rate αc for which net interferometric phase is zero. Using the obtained value of αc = 25.084995 MHz/s, we
obtain the local value of ‘g’ in our laboratory to be g = 9.786173 m/s2. This value is in agreement with the value of
g for Indore city calculated using Earth’s Gravitational Model 2008 [40].

FIG. 8: Measured Allan deviation in acceleration due to gravity for the Raman pulse separation of T = 25 ms.

B. Allan variance

In order to estimate the sensitivity of our measurements, we have estimated the Allan deviation in the measurement
of g. The Allan deviation, which is square root of Allan variance, is a commonly used parameter to characterize the
temporal noise sensitivity in the precision measurements . For this, data of measured g value was recorded over a
large number (N=600) of cycles of interferometric measurement, at a fixed value of α and T=25 ms. Each cycle of
measurement in our experiments take nearly 18 seconds. From these measurements, the Allan variance, was calculated
using the relation,

σ2(τ) =
1

2 (M − 1)

M−1∑
i

(gi+1 (τ)− gi (τ))
2
, (8)

where M is the number of data points gi(τ) each recorded at integration time of τ . The results of measurements of
Allan deviation are shown in Fig. 8 for different values of integration time (τ). Here, the dashed line shows a fit to
the measured Allan deviation at smaller τ , corresponding to white noise dominated behaviour of Allan deviation (σ ∝
τ−1/2). From the graph in Fig. 8, it is obvious that measured Allan deviation initially reduces with τ and reaches to
minimum value of 621 µGal at integration time τ = 1350 s. With further increase in τ , the Allan deviation increases,
which could be attributed to other noises in the setup such as drift and random walk.

CONCLUSION

We have developed a cold atom gravimeter setup in atomic fountain geometry using a single laser system. In
the setup, the laser cooled 87Rb atoms are launched in the fountain geometry and two-photon Raman pulse atom
interferometry is used to measure the gravitational acceleration acting on the atoms. The local value of acceleration
due to gravity has been estimated with a sensitivity of 621 µGal for integration time of 1350 s.
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